DocAuthority selects One Distribution as sole UK distribution partner
With One Distribution, DocAuthority aims to build UK channel for sales of world’s first AI-based data
identification platform
October 3rd, 2018 DocAuthority, a leader in data management and protection, today announces its
exclusive UK partnership with One Distribution, a leading technology distributer. This partnership, which
came into effect on October 1st 2018, will enable DocAuthority to accelerate UK growth, while opening up
the vast potential of the data management market for One Distribution.
DocAuthority’s transformative Business IDTM platform provides a complete inventory list of a business’s
data in clear business categories. The platform’s Artificial Intelligence (AI) engine pinpoints the business
functionality of data with an unrivalled accuracy rate of 99.99%.
This solution will enable end-customers to effectively align data access controls to business usage,
dramatically reducing the impact of data protection on business productivity. Accurate data labelling
significantly simplifies data discovery, accessibility, quality, GDPR subject access request handling, crossborder data flows, data risk analysis, data value identification, data retention and data protection.
“At One Distribution, we seek technology partners that can truly differentiate and it’s an added bonus
that the two businesses have a great cultural fit. DocAuthority offer our channel partners a solution that
will address their customers’ immediate concerns,” comments Frank Richmond, Managing Director, One
Distribution. “With the huge uptake to the cloud, DocAuthority’s unique offering will help organisations
to easily and accurately classify their business data to minimise the impact of data loss, which is
particularly important in today’s post-GDPR world.”
“One Distribution is skilled at creating value for both its partners and for vendors and so is an obvious fit
for DocAuthority,” adds Colin Woodland, head of Europe, DocAuthority. “By working with One
Distribution, we’re confident that we’ll be able to achieve our goals and accelerate growth in the UK by
building the right relationships with the right partners.”
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About DocAuthority
DocAuthority is a leading document control solutions company. It offers organisations a broad, yet businessfriendly, security policy utilising AI to help automatically discover and accurately identify unstructured and
unprotected sensitive documents to help prevent them from falling into the wrong hands. DocAuthority works with
enterprise-size organisations in all sectors including the healthcare, retail, technology, energy, public sector, telcos,
services and financial services sectors to help these businesses understand the risk they face and design an effective
mitigation plan to improve the security of sensitive data. Founded by Ariel Peled and Itay Reved in 2013,
DocAuthority is a global company headquartered in Raanana Israel and is managed by the people who pioneered
DLP.
To learn more about DocAuthority, visit www.DocAuthority.com.

About One Distribution
Empowered Cyber Solutions for Business
One distribution is the leading name in technology distribution, combining over 20 years success and experience
within the competitive, fast paced, high growth tech space. Providing unrivalled expertise and agility to the
cybersecurity marketplace, driving growth and expanding markets for our technology partners within the UK and
Ireland.
To learn more about One Distribution, visit www.onedistribution.co.uk

